Canvas Art painting was a first time activity for our students. They were assisted by volunteer teachers from Whitelodge who were eager to support them. We would like to thank Whitelodge teachers for sparing their time to work with our MSIS students. The students revelled in the new experience of stick painting to create the masterpiece with the choices of colours and pre drawn sea creatures offered. The activity develops our student’s psychomotor skills by painting within the spaces and stimulates the creativity and innovation in the child’s mind.

Sustainability and Environment:

Writing on Colour Matching and Black Cat Colours Trail Maze is a challenging activity as students work on visual discrimination skills such as matching similar colours from left to right. They also need to track the same colour amongst the various colours in the sheet for the Black Cat Colours Trail Maze continuously from start to finish which drew applause from the students and teachers after accomplishing it successfully. For Sensory, student participated in the Rainbow Rummage activity. They take turns to have their eyes covered while attempting to pick identical items. It was tricky for them as they prefer to pick and choose items with their eyes open instead of eyes covered. After a few tries, they were receptive to having their eyes covered and found it less challenging. In Art, basic introduction was given on different food groups, which students needed to colour the pre-cut food and paste according to ‘meat and fish’, ‘vegetable’ and ‘fruits’.

PE, Aquatics and Movement

We had some good days this week where students are able to venture outdoors much to their delight. On some days students were engaged to familiar and unfamiliar activities while indoors. Some of these included hopscotch, passing the ball to a peer over head from front and back, as well as musical chairs. The objective for hopscotch was to maintain balance while hopping into the hoop. Passing over head to peer requires cooperation and working together to allow the ball to reach from one end to the other. Musical chairs allows students to work on listening skills such as listening to the music and follow instructions when required.